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Entry of SARS-COV-2 is Mediated by the Spike Protein

Variants of Concern (VOCs) Virulence and Treatment Resistance 
Project Goals and Outline

Ongoing Work - Recombinant Expression of RBD

The Dynamics of RBD are Missing from Current Structural Models

Mutations within the RBD Increases Viral Fitness

 SARS-CoV-2, belongs to a diverse lineage 
of single-stranded positive-sense RNA viruses 
that normally circulate in bat reservoirs, but are 
of spilling over into other mammalian species; 
COVID-19 is thought to originate from spillover 
into pangolins and then eventually humans.1 

 The virulence cycle can be roughly divided 
into cell entry, replication, and viral release. 
Each one of these steps involves many 
different structural and non-structural proteins 
including the 1273 amino acid long spike 
glycoprotein (S) on the surface of the virus.2 
The receptor binding domain (RBD) of spike 
spans residues 331-528 and is responsible for 
binding human Angiotensin Converting 
Enzyme-2 (ACE2) receptors on target cells to 
mediate viral entry.3

 This binding event triggers a series of 
conformational shifts in the Spike protein 
followed eventually by entry of the coronavirus 
into host cells, whereupon the virus replicates 
and proliferates.4 

 When the per residue B-factor of 25 structures of RBD from the protein 
data bank (PDB) are compared as an indication for protein flexibility,
there are some regions that are clearly suggested to be dynamic (bottom).

 However, if these regions are mapped onto the structure of RBD, all 
regions outside the RBD-ACE2 interface are highlighted as dynamic (right). 
This is likely an artefact, as all RBD structures deposited on the PDB are 
RBD with a binding partner, either ACE2 or an antibody. Therefore, these 
unbound regions being more flexible is unsurprising and likely isn’t 
representative of the dynamics of free RBD.

 To date, there is no published structure  nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) structure or structure 
of isolated RBD in its unbound state. To better understand the structure, dynamics, and linked functional impacts on 
mutations within the RBD, we are aiming to express, purify, and solve the structure of the RBD using NMR 
spectroscopy in tandem with high resolution X-ray studies.
 By linking observed structural and dynamic effects of RBD mutations on the binding of ACE2 using functional 
assays, such as isothermal calorimetry, we can connect the structural impact of functional mutations and help inform 
on vaccine and therapy design. To complete these structural and functional studies, a robust expression and 
purification protocol is required:

 Expression of RBD using both E. coli and Yeast has been 
undertaken. Initially, E. coli was chosen due to its relative 
simplicity and lower cost versus other expression systems. 
Initial expressions were promising but the majority of RBD was 
insoluble (Ly-P lane on the SDS-PAGE gel to the right). This 
insoluble fraction was purified using denaturing urea 
purifications, but refolding RBD ultimately proved infeasible. As 
the urea was removed, the majority of the RBD precipitated (as 
shown in the refold lanes)

 P. pastoris yeast is an attractive option for expression due to 
its eukaryotic expression machinery, which aids in proper 
folding of expressed RBD. Additionally, P. pastoris secrete 
expressed protein into their growth medium, simplifying protein 
purification. Initial yeast test expressions are promising, with 
might higher yields of soluble RBD being obtained in 
comparison to bacterial expression systems. 

 Optimization of yeast expression continues, with the goal of 
production of a sample of RBD suitable for NMR and X-ray 
crystallography.

 Spike mutations may alter virus infectivity, replication and 
pathogenicity, aiding the virus escape host immune responses or 
increasing the binding strength of RBD to ACE2.8,9

 Lineages with a N501Y mutation show increased transmissibility, 
possibly due to the increased in binding affinity of this mutant
(Δlog10(KD,app) = 0.24)9 Both B.1.351 and P.1 lineages also have additional 
K417N/T and E484K mutations which, alongside N501Y, have been 
shown to confer reduced neutralizing activity of convalescent and 
mRNA vaccine-elicited serum.10
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Outline of pPICZα RBD 332-537 P.pastoris Expression and Characterization
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 SARS-CoV-2 mutations occur regularly but most are 
synonymous (do not result in any change in viral proteins). 
Increasingly, variants with non-synonymous mutations in the 
RBD of the spike protein are being observed in clinical 
variants, driving the current third-wave surge of infections 
here in BC and around the world.5

Estimated prevalence of VOCs and distribution of 
viral lineages in British Columbia 

Case Study: Evolution of SARS-CoV-2 mutations 
throughout the course of infection and treatment

 Over the course of hospitalization of Patient X,  a 
70 year old immune compromised male, the genome 
of his SARS-CoV-2 was regularly sequenced. A 
repeated evolutionary response by SARS-CoV-2 to 
the presence of antibody therapy during the course of 
a persistent infection was observed.6
 

 Initially, all six spike variants were absent with wild type 
SARS-CoV-2 being dominant, (total viral load shown in black). After 
receiving convalescent plasma, more than 80% of the sampled viral 
populations carried spike deletion and (D796H) mutations. As the 
treatment wore off, these variants were replaced by populations 
containing other spike mutations. Following a third course of remdesivir 
and convalescent plasma, the deletion and D796H variants re-emerged 
to become the dominant viral strain reaching variant frequencies of 
more than 75%. This clearly shows how different mutations, even if 
small, confer specific advantages to SARS-CoV-2. In this case, 
deletions of H69/V70 and mutation of D796H resulted in resistance to 
antibody therapy and therefore were able to dominate as other variants 
were eliminated.6 
 Interestingly, these mutations are both within disordered loop 
regions, highlighting that dynamic regions play an important role in the 
biophysical properties of spike protein.7
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